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ABSTRACT
Code comments are the primary means to document implementation and ease program comprehension. Thus, their quality should be a primary concern to improve program maintenance. While a lot of effort has been dedicated to detect bad smell in code, little work focuses on comments. In this paper we start working in this direction by detecting clones in comments. Our initial investigation shows that even well-known projects have several comment clones, and just as clones are bad smell in code, they may be for comments. A manual analysis of the clones we identified revealed several issues in real Java projects.
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1 INTRODUCTION
It is standard practice for developers to document their projects by means of informal documentation in natural language. The Javadoc markup language, for instance, is the de-facto standard to document procedures and classes in Java projects. Similar semi-structured languages are available for other programming languages. Given that many projects have code comments as the only documentation to ease program comprehension, their quality should be of primary concern to improve code maintenance. The quality of code comments is important also because there are many techniques that use comments to automate software engineering tasks, such as generating test cases and synthesizing code [3, 12, 13, 15]. Without comments of high quality, the effectiveness of these techniques cannot be guaranteed.

Our research roadmap is to develop techniques to support developers in identifying and fixing issues that affect the quality of comments. As a starting point of our research, we aim to identify and report comment clones. Our main hypothesis is that clones in comments may be the result of bad practice, and just as clones in code, they should be identified and fixed.

Comment clones can highlight different issues: They may be instances of copy and paste errors, and therefore comments may not match their corresponding implementation. Otherwise, they may simply provide poor information, which may not be useful to understand the semantic of the implementation. Although these cases are not issues per se, our analysis shows that most of the times these clones point to documentation that could be improved.

Corazza et al. conducted a manual assessment on the coherence between the comments and the implementation, and found instances of comment clones [2]. Similarly, Arnaoudova et al. [1] found some comment clones in their study about Linguistic Antipatterns in software. 93% of interviewed developers considered such issues as a poor/very poor practice. These studies show that the comment clone problem exists and it is relevant for developers.

In this paper we present RepliComment, a technique that automatically identifies comment clones, which may be symptoms of issues that developers want to fix. We used RepliComment to analyze the code base of 10 well-established Java projects. Our preliminary evaluation highlights that even solid and well-known projects contain comment clones, and several of them should be analyzed and fixed by developers to improve the quality of documentation.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents some real examples of comment clones, which may identify issues, or may be legitimate cases. Section 3 describes RepliComment, our technique and corresponding prototype to identify comment clones. Section 4 presents the results of our preliminary evaluation. Section 5 discusses some related work, and Section 6 concludes and discusses the future research direction of this work.

2 COMMENT CLONES
We found that there exist very different types of comment clones. In this section we try to highlight the most common scenarios. The comment clones we are mostly interested in are the ones that are misleading and do not match the implementation they document.

One example of this type of clone is the following, which we found in the Google guava project in release 19.1

1 */
2 * @return true if this matcher matches every character in the
3 * sequence, including when the sequence is empty.

1http://google.github.io/guava/releases/19.0/api/docs/com/google/common/base/CharMatcher.html#matchesNoneOf(java.lang.CharSequence)


In this example, the Javadoc \@return tag of method `matchesNoneOf()` is a clone of method `matchesAllOf()`, offered by the same class `CharMatcher`. It is easy to see that the return comment of the second method does not match the semantic of its name, while it does match the semantic of `matchesAllOf()`. This clone is an example of a copy and paste error. It is likely that developers first implemented method `matchesAllOf()`, and later implemented `matchesNoneOf()` starting from a copy of the first method. The two methods have a similar purpose, i.e., to filter a collection of elements. However the filter they apply is different. In the first case the filter returns all the elements matching a given pattern, while in the second case it returns all the elements that do not match the given pattern. Copying comments is not intrinsically bad practice, unless developers forget to modify the pasted comment according to the implementation, as in this case. This is a type of problem we want to identify and report to developers, so they can fix it.

Comment clones may also be examples of poor information that could be improved to offer a better understanding for developers. See the following example in the Hadoop project, release 2.6.5:

```java
public synchronized static boolean isLoginKeytabBased() throws IOException {
    // ...}
    public synchronized static boolean isLoginTicketBased() throws IOException {
    // ...}
```

**Sample 1: Comment clone due to copy and paste error.**

These two methods offered by class `UserGroupInformation` have exactly the same comment regarding the postcondition. It states that the methods return either true or false, which is correct. However, the documentation is little informative, since any boolean method returns either true or false. A more useful documentation should state what the boolean value represents. Such clones are symptoms of documentation that could be improved, and thus we aim to report them as well.

Finally, comment clones may occur for legitimate reasons, as when two methods offer the same functionality. See the following example:

```java
public static boolean matchesAllOf(CharSequence sequence) {
    // ...}
public static boolean matchesNoneOf(CharSequence sequence) {
    // ...}
```

**Sample 2: Comment clone of poor information.**

These two methods offer the same functionality. See the following example in the Hadoop project, release 2.6.5:

```java
public boolean isLoginTicketBased() throws IOException {
    // ...}
public boolean isLoginKeytabBased() throws IOException {
    // ...}
```

**Sample 3: Legitimate comment clone due to method overloading.**

This example can be found in class `SolrClient` of Apache solr, release 7.1.0. The clone in this case affects the free-text in the Javadoc comments. Methods `deleteById()`, however, are an example of function overloading. Given that they have similar purposes, it is legitimate that their method descriptions are identical. The difference between these two methods, which lays in their parameter lists, is properly documented through custom \@param tags.

## 3 DETECTING COMMENT CLONES

The aim of RepliComment is to find comment clones and report them to developers so they can provide a proper correction. Our preliminary implementation focuses on Javadoc comments. They may refer to classes or methods, and usually include a short free-text description followed by paragraphs semi-structured with tags. In case of methods, the tags can describe parameters, return values and exceptional behavior. Given their block structure, we believe they are more susceptible to copy-paste practice than inline comments.

Our research work started by studying several projects. The analysis identified the three main types of clones that we presented in Section 2. While we are interested in reporting the first two instances of clones, since developers should either fix them (Sample 1) or could provide better documentation (Sample 2), we do not want to report clones of the last instance, since they are legitimate. Beside overloading and overriding, which are obvious cases, there are many reasons why a comment clone may be legitimate – a parameter may be common to different methods, as well as thrown exceptions, and these cases correctly share the same documentation. With RepliComment we aim to exclude as many legitimate cases of comment clones as possible, since we want developers to focus on the critical comment clones. RepliComment takes the URL of a project’s GIT repository, and reports comment clones in such project working along the following steps:

(1) It clones the source code of the project, and identifies source code files to analyze.

(2) For each source, RepliComment identifies the list of methods, and for each method it parses the Javadoc classifying each paragraph as:

- free-text, which is the paragraph that may be present at the beginning of the block comment,
- \@param tags, which are the comment blocks that describe parameters.
RepliComment extracts and parses each Javadoc comment block by means of the JavaParser library.3

(3) RepliComment compares each separate block with the same type of comment of other methods of the same source file. So, it compares each @param tag comment with other @param comments and so on. RepliComment currently only works at the file granularity level, but in the future we plan to extend it to other granularity levels (e.g. package or project). However, we believe that most copy and paste errors for comments occur within the same file.

(4) When RepliComment finds that two or more blocks of Javadoc comment are clones, it runs automatic checks to decide whether the clone might be legitimate or not. RepliComment considers a clone as potentially legitimate, and thus does not report it, if it falls in one of the following cases: 1) the clones belong to methods with equal names (as it is the case for function overload and override), 2) the comment describes the same exception type, and 3) the clones affect parameters that have the same name. Notice that when developers clone an entire block of Javadoc (e.g. free-text together with all the tags), they will copy also parameters names. A trivial automated check would think that @param tags clone are legitimate, even if they refer to non-existing parameters for a method. We avoid this problem by checking the coherence between @param tags and the list of parameters of the documented method. When incoherent, RepliComment reports the clone as non-legitimate.

(5) Clones that are classified as potentially problematic, i.e. those that do not fall in the previously mentioned cases, are stored in a CSV file with the following information: 1) fully qualified name of the class; 2) signature of the first method; 3) signature of the second method; 4) type of cloned Javadoc comment (i.e., free-text, @param, @return or @throws); and 5) cloned text.

The CSV file that RepliComment generates must then be manually inspected, as it may contain other legitimate clones which should be ignored. In the next section we present a preliminary empirical evaluation of using RepliComment on real Java projects.

4 EARLY EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

For our empirical evaluation we selected and analyzed 10 projects among the most popular and largest repositories on GitHub. We used RepliComment to analyze the whole set of Java source files, and for the purpose of the study we keep track of any comment clone that it reported, whether legitimate or not.

For each project we manually analyzed every clone stored in the CSV. We mostly focused our attention on cases that RepliComment reports as non-legitimate, since they likely indicate an issue. We manually analyzed the clones that RepliComment report as “legitimate”, to assure the correctness of their classification. We could easily confirm some non-legitimate clones as potential issues by reading the method signatures. In most cases it was easy to understand which method was correctly associated to a comment and which one is the result of a copy-paste error. For other cases, instead, it was necessary to look at the source code. In rare cases, it was not possible to establish which comment was the right one and which one was the clone.

Table 1 shows the results of our manual examination of the automatically produced reports. The “Legit” column shows the amount of comment clones that turned out to be legitimate after our manual evaluation. The “C&P” column stands for “Copy and paste”, and it contains the number of clones that are probably the results of a comment copied from one method and then just pasted to another one without further corrections. The “Poor info” column contains the amount of comment clones that give generic information that could potentially document a large number of methods at the same time. Most of these cases represent documentation that could be improved with more specific information. A comment clone that we often found was “throws Exception on error”. Such a comment can describe any kind of documented exception. Still, it is not useful for a developer, since it does not describe the conditions that raise the exception. The last column reports the comment clones that we could not properly classify. We found only 4 of such cases.

Overall, we found 89 relevant issues across the 10 projects, plus 4 clones for which the classification was not sure. The 89 issues include 36 copy and paste errors, which we consider critical issues that should be fixed, and 53 instances of comments that could be improved. Copy and paste issues are present in 7 projects out of the 10 we analyzed, while the poor information issues are only in 4 out of 10. An interesting finding is that 79% of the 53 cases of poor information belong to a single project (Hadoop). It is reasonable to suppose that developers maintain the same documentation style within the same project, and probably Hadoop developers do not mind having generic information documenting their code. It is also interesting to notice that only 3 projects out of the 10 we analyzed do not contain any issue: rxjava, lucene-core and solr.

5 RELATED WORK

A lot of work on clone detection focuses on code [10]. Typically, code clone detection techniques remove comments, as well as whitespaces and tabs, from the source code to eliminate spurious

3https://github.com/javaparser/javaparser
Our long term aim is to address low quality documentation issues, and some work on this respect has been done. Steidl et al. have some purposes in common with our work [11]. They study techniques to assess the coherence between comment and code. They compare the lexical similarity of comment and code to verify if the same terms are used, with an edit distance of 2. Their work could identify some copy-paste issues. However, most of the legitimate clones we found in our experiment would be wrongly reported as non-legitimate by such a technique. We believe this problem can be addressed more precisely, for example, via a more comprehensive semantic analysis. Khamis et al. developed JavadocMiner [5], a tool that assesses the overall quality of Javadoc comments. They measure the comment quality through classic NLP metrics (such as readability index). However their main purpose is to verify that the Javadoc standard is correctly used - e.g., @param tags comment should start with the name of the documented parameter. Another work about comment quality by Zhong et al. [14] focuses on detecting syntax errors and broken code names. These techniques nicely complement RepliComment.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The purpose of our work is to help developers to identify and fix issues in code documentation. We started working in this direction by focusing on comment clones. We implemented RepliComment, a prototype to automate the identification and classification of source comment clones that may be worth attention.

As future work we foresee many tasks. First and foremost, we aim to introduce new heuristics to better classify comment clones. Secondly, we plan to further automate the analysis after the classification of a comment clone. In presence of copy-paste issues, for instance, we could automatically identify which method is the source, and thus which comment should be fixed by developers. We could employ natural language analysis on the cloned comment and their corresponding method signatures, and report the mismatching cases. There are different techniques in the state of the art to assess document similarities, such as Word Embedding [7]. We could compare the semantic of method names with the semantic of their corresponding comments. We would report as likely to fix the comment clone whose method name is less similar to the comment. The analysis for "poor information" clones could benefit from additional metrics. There exist different metrics to assess text characteristics, such as its complexity, its quality and the quantity of information it describes. The example reported in Section 4 “`@throws` exception on error” would likely be classified by these metrics as poor text, and thus not informative. We could integrate these metrics into RepliComment to improve its ability to classify comment clones.

Last but not least, we would like RepliComment to be properly integrated into an IDE to automatically notify developers while they write code and corresponding comments with warning messages such as “This comment seems to belong to method X, and not to method Y. Verify this clone and correct the comment for method Y if necessary”, or “This comment includes generic information. Please provide better description”.

The code of RepliComment is open source and available at: https://github.com/ariannabol/replicomment
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